Introduction
This chapter provides general arguments for replacing Optimality Theory with a theory that employs ordered rules and derivations.
Between 1968 and 1993 the majority of phonologists worked within a theoretical framework of Derivational Phonology (DP), whose central proposition is that the surface representation of a sequence of morphemes derives from their abstract underlying representations by the application of a series of ordered rules. The introduction of Optimality Theory (OT) in the early 1990s by McCarthy, Prince, and Smolensky has resulted in a drastic realignment of the field of phonology, in terms both of the questions that are being asked and of the ways in which these questions are being addressed. In canonical OT the underlying and surface representations are related by means of universal violable constraints, and the differences among languages are claimed to be due exclusively to differences in the rankings of these constraints.
The rapid acceptance of OT in North America, Europe, and East Asia was due in part to a dissatisfaction among phonologists with various aspects of DP such as its perceived lack of universality and the stipulative nature of its extrinsic rule orderings. I have summarized in (1) the claimed advantages of OT that I have been able to find in the literature.
(1) Arguments adduced in favor of OT over DP a. New directions, new empirical results Prince 1993, McCarthy 2002a) b. Generality of scope (OT framework can be used for all components of the grammar, not just phonology and morphology; McCarthy 2002a) c. Parsimony (McCarthy 2002a:243 : "if a constraints-only theory is workable, then it is preferable [to a theory combining rules and constraints], all else being equal"; cf. Kager 1999:187: OT is "conceptually superior" in that "we find that a rule-based analysis uses excessive machinery to achieve effects that an OT analysis attributes to a single interaction".) d. Direct incorporation of markedness (Constraints actually produce cross-linguistic distributions and markedness rather than restating them; Prince 1993:19, Eckman 2005 ) e. Compatibility with connectionism (Constraint systems of the OT type are attractive for implementation in terms of connectionist networks (Smolensky 1999 , Dell et al. 1999 , Seidenberg and MacDonald 1999 . McCarthy 2002a points out in his FAQ section, however, that OT (excluding for the gradient constraint implementations by Boersma and Hayes) differs from connectionism in having strict domination.) f. Factorial typology derives from free ranking ("By assuming that all constraints have to be universal, OT severely restricts the degrees of freedom in model formulation in linguistics (one of the core problems of linguistic description)… OT furthermore offers a restrictive theory of linguistic variation: differences between languages can arise only a different rankings of universal principles in different languages" (Féry and Fanselow 2002) . McCarthy 2002a:113 claims moreover that OT provides a clearer picture than DP does of typological "overkill" (also called the Too Many Solutions Problem) such as the absence of deletion as a repair for voiced coda obstruents: "OT, because of its inherently typological nature, calls attention to this problem [of overkill] and suggests where to look for a solution, based on harmonic bounding. In contrast, rule-based theories, at least in phonology, rarely address typological matters and offer no general solution to this problem." Cf. Lombardi 2001:13 "in a theory where phonological rules specify both context and change, as in SPE and much work following it, it is not possible to account for this asymmetry of patterns except by stipulation.") g. Conspiracies ("Compelling examples of homogeneity of target/heterogeneity of process tend to support constraint-based over rule-based theories" (McCarthy 1999a; cf. also McCarthy and Prince 1993:4, Prince and Smolensky 1993:1, etc.) .) h. Morpheme Structure Constraints and the Duplication Problem (Rules and phonotactics replicate each other; Kager 1999:56 inter alia) i. Problems with rules and levels "besides the deus-ex-machina character of the level distinction itself, the additionally necessary manipulations indicate that this mode of phonological analysis [i.e. postulating word-internal levels without independent justification beyond the phenomenon under discussion] holds little promise" (Itō and Mester 2003a:fn. 16 and associated text). "Compare the proliferation of strata in works like Halle and Mohanan (1985) : four lexical strata, one of which includes a loop, plus the post-lexical stratum. This comes close to being a reductio ad absurdum of LP" [McCarthy 2004 , handout on Stratal OT for Ling 730]. Other problems cited with rules include their being unconstrained, arbitrary, language-specific, and requiring look-ahead and look-back power; rule systems are claimed to be unconstrained in their interactions and sometimes involve ordering paradoxes (cf. Anderson 1971) and pathologies (Prince and Smolensky 2002:137) . j. Grammaticality judgements and gradient wellformedness (Gradient wellformedness effects imply speaker knowledge of violated constraints; such effects are not modelable in DP (Steriade 2000; cf. also Keller 1998 , Hayes 2000 , Coetzee 2004 ).) k. Back-copying/overapplication in reduplication (e.g. oven → woven-way for a small percentage of Pig Latin speakers; "Correspondence Theory is superior, empirically and conceptually, to serial derivational approaches. All serial theories are incapable of dealing with cases in which B copies (or, more neutrally, reflects) R" (McCarthy and Prince 1999:290) . ) l. "Serial derivations are cognitively implausible" (Orgun 1993) m. Unification of description of individual languages with explanation of language typology "Joining of the individual and the universal, which OT accomplishes through ranking permutation, is probably the most important insight of the theory" (McCarthy 2002a:1) n. Learnability "If the constraint set is universal, this cuts down the [language learner 's] analysis space considerably [as opposed to learning sets of ordered rules, especially extrinsic and opaque orderings]" (Zuraw 2004) Even in the earliest OT treatments these problems were mentioned only in passing 1 ; I am not aware of any serious attempt by an optimologist to explicitly examine or falsify a DP analysis. This is not surprising, given that none of the points in (1) actually poses a legitimate problem for DP 2 . Space constraints prevent me from discussing all of the points in (1) here; in what follows I focus on those that are mentioned most frequently in the OT literature.
The issue in (1) that is most often cited involves conspiracies (1g); as McCarthy 1999a puts it, "compelling examples of homogeneity of target/heterogeneity of process tend to support constraint-based over rule-based theories". Beyond that, work in OT to date, as exemplified by Prince and Smolensky's treatment of Berber syllabification, has consisted primarily of demonstrating that a constraint-based system can derive some of the same results as DP.
Some have argued that the rise of OT was a classic paradigm shift in the Kuhnian sense. In fact, the shift from DP to OT was quite different than the SPE revolution of the late 1960s: the latter generated a barrage of (ultimately productive) criticism, whereas the paradigm shift of 1993 was bloodless. The usual resistance and conservatism conveyed in top journals was circumvented by the development of the Rutgers Optimality Archive, which enabled younger phonologists to circulate developments of the new theory without being answerable to the objections of scholars more familiar with the body of facts that had led phonologists to espouse DP's complex derivational machinery in the first place. To paraphrase Kiparsky 2000, once we look at entire phonological systems, not just toy examples of a few interacting constraints, we see that [OT] results in very serious loss of generalization. Chomsky (1967:110) observes along similar lines that "to study the questions…in a serious way, one has to investigate a real language system with dozens (if not hundreds) of phonological rules, with complex ordering conditions among them determined on empirical grounds;…it is of no use to study a subsystem with three or four rules." This task has been carried out in dozens of books and theses written in the DP framework, but remains to be carried out for any language in an OT framework.
Subsequent rediscovery of the facts that were already known in the DP literature thanks to detailed investigations of this type has led in recent years to the reintroduction of core principles of DP into OT, including levels (Kiparsky, Rubach) , the cycle (Orgun), constraints on underlying representations (Vaysman 2002 , Vaux 2005 , and most recently rule-like derivations (McCarthy 2006) , but these modifications are not enough to save the theory, as I suggest in what follows.
1 Cf. Prince and Smolensky's (2002:22) critique of look-ahead power (cf. (1i)): "In ITB, however, as in many other languages, the availability of nuclei depends on the choice of onsets: an early step in the derivational constructive procedure, working on a low level in the structural hierarchy, depends on later steps that deal with the higher levels. Indeed, the higher level constraint is very much the more forceful. Technical solutions to this conundrum can be found in individual cases . Dell and Elmedlaoui.s being a particularly clever one; but the theme will reappear persistently in every domain of prosody, defying a uniform treatment in constructionist terms." 2 McCarthy's claim in (1f) that the OT treatment of overkill is superior to that of DP, for instance, capriciously inverts the actual situation (no existing form of OT accounts successfully for overkill, whereas it is not a problem in DP) and ignores the rich DP tradition of Evolutionary Phonology (Ohala 1971 , Ohala and Lorentz 1977 , Chang, Plauché, and Ohala 2001 , Vaux and Samuels 2004 , Blevins 2004 , Pycha et al. 2003 that provides an explicit account for overkill effects. McCarthy and Prince's claim concerning back-copying in reduplication (1k) is similarly false; Raimy's DP model of reduplication (1999) can derive such effects, for example (see Raimy 2000 for pointed discussion).
Returning to the larger issue of the paradigm shift from DP to OT, its end result has been that phonologists have moved to a different set of theory-internal issues without asking the bigger questions in (2) that should have been raised by a confrontation of the two perspectives:
(2) Central questions i.
What are the phenomena that a descriptively and explanatorily adequate theory of phonology must account for? (Compare the first sentence in Kager 1999: "the central goal of linguistic theory is to shed light on the core of grammatical principles that is common to all languages.") ii. What phenomena do the two competing theories predict to be possible and impossible?
(Compare McCarthy's dichotomy *"Can you do this one?" vs. √"what can/can't you do?" (1997:12) .) In other words, how exactly do the two theories differ?
I suggest that answering these questions leads to a specific theory of phonology that is serial and rule-based, along the classic lines set out in Kenstowicz 1994 . In this paper I assume a theory of this sort, building on the work of Halle and Vergnaud 1987 , Halle and Marantz 1993 , Halle 1995 , Calabrese 1995 , and Vaux 1998 Space constraints prevent me from rehearsing the details of this theory here; I would like instead to focus on providing general arguments for abandoning DP's primary competitor, Optimality Theory. The arguments fall into four basic categories, which I outline below. In doing so it is important to bear in mind that any reasonable and falsifiable theory will deal well with some phenomena and not so well with others. I therefore focus on overarching problems and insurmountable problems, rather than on small language-particular problems for which one theory happens to have a more efficient account than the other.
Central phenomena of human language
The first major problem is that OT fails to account for several of the central phenomena of human language-i.e. those that occur in all or most known languages-which any adequate theory of phonology must be able to explain. These phenomena include opacity, optionality, exceptionality, unnaturalness, and ineffability.
Opacity
Opaque interactions between phonological processes occur in all known natural languages. This fact receives an elegant explanation in derivational models, wherein opacity is a straightforward product of process ordering. OT in turn is actually organized around a specific sort of opacity, namely constraints not being surface-true. As has been shown in great detail, though, by Idsardi, Kiparsky, McCarthy, and many others (Idsardi 1997 , Odden 1999 , Kager 1999 , Kiparsky 2000 , McCarthy 2002 , canonical OT encounters severe problems when dealing with the complex sorts of opacity that we actually find in natural languages. Opacity created by iterative rules creates even more profound problems for OT, since proposed patches such as Sympathy, level ordering, and output-output constraints cannot be brought to bear (Hyman and VanBik 2002, Wolfe 2000) . I discuss this problem in more detail in section 3.
Optionality
The second phenomenon to be accounted for is optionality. All languages contain numerous optional processes, a fact that is not predicted by the fundamental architecture of OT, as Kager 1999 and others have pointed out. OT patches such as cophonologies and tied constraints fail to account for a variety of optionality effects such as sequential iterative optionality, as I detail in section 5.
Exceptionality and unnatural processes
Thirdly we must account for unnatural processes. A grammar arises from the confrontation of the human language acquisition device with the arbitrary linguistic data to which it is exposed. Since these data encode layers of historical change, the resulting phonological grammar will in part be "unnatural". Classic OT, in contrast, is specifically designed to allow only "natural" grammars, constructed by ranking universal and/or functionally-motivated constraints. 4 It thus fails to provide an adequate account for how accidents of history are incorporated into synchronic systems. I return to this issue later, but refer the reader to Kiparsky 1973 for detailed discussion of how unnaturalness develops in a DP grammar.
Natural processes: Interlanguage
Interlanguage phenomena that reflect neither the native nor the target language, such as Hungarian learners of English producing final devoicing, do not make sense in OT. Most optimologists assume that humans start with a default ranking of the universal constraint set, but this can't be what is surfacing in the Hungarian learners' interlanguage, which has neither the ranking of the native language nor of the target language (neither Hungarian nor English has a rule of final devoicing). In OT, once the learner reranks the constraints, the original (=UG) ranking is lost; one therefore predicts the non-existence of interlanguage effects, except for the oft-mentioned emergence of rankings that are underdetermined in the L1, especially in the treatment of loanwords. Since the rankings relevant to coda voicing are determined in Hungarian, though, hidden rankings cannot be responsible for the observed interlanguage devoicing.
Ineffability
A fourth phenomenon that any theory of phonology must account for is ineffability. Some derivations produce no output whatsoever, such as schm-reduplication with words like schmo and Schmidt for many English speakers. Two central tenets of OT, Violability and Emergence of the Unmarked, explicitly predict that ineffability should not exist. Orgun and Sprouse 1999 show that the Null Parse account of this phenomenon proposed by Prince and Smolensky 1993 does not work; their own solution however requires abandoning Violability, which seriously undermines the OT enterprise. In DP, on the other hand, such effects are derived by means of inviolable surface constraints.
Our serial, rule-based model is able to account straightforwardly for each of the five important classes of phenomena outlined above, whereas Canonical Optimality Theory, wherein as Itô and Mester 1997 put it, "there is no sequential phonological derivation in the sense of traditional generative phonology [and] there is no set of rules and operations applying in a certain order", is fundamentally unable to derive any of them in an insightful way.
Overgeneration
The second major problem with OT is that it predicts the existence of unattested phenomena. Steriade 2001 for example observes that some phonological constraints receive only one solution across languages, e.g. devoicing in syllable codas. One of the core tenets of classic OT, free ranking and factorial typology (McCarthy and Prince 1993:145) , explicitly and incorrectly requires that a wide range of repair strategies be employed cross-linguistically to deal with violations of this constraint. I expand on this problem in sections 3 and 9.
Failure to solve DP problems
The third major problem with OT is that it fails to provide satisfactory solutions to the problems it identifies in DP, notably the problem of conspiracies. I return to this issue in section 10.
Acquisition as generalization formation
Finally, OT misses the fact that grammar construction is driven by the extraction of generalizations from the data to which the learner is exposed. These generalizations are encoded directly in rules and inviolable constraints, whereas OT is forced to simulate their effects via complicated constraint rankings, which in turn can only be arrived at after comparing the outputs of an equally complicated array of competing rankings. In this sense the learning strategy employed in DP is formally simpler than what is required in OT, and more insightfully captures our intuitions concerning the nature of the acquisition process.
In the remainder of this chapter I elaborate on the most important of the points outlined above. Before discussing these points, though, I would like to clarify what I am taking as the objects of comparison.
Definitions
The form of DP employed here assumes that the surface representation of the morphemes in a sequence is derived from their underlying representations by the application of a series of ordered rules. These rules are subject to the cycle, Structure Preservation, the Derived Environment Condition, and inviolable constraints on underlying and surface representations.
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The details of this theory are set out in Halle and Vergnaud 1987 , Halle and Marantz 1993 , Kenstowicz 1994 , Halle 1995 , Calabrese 1995 , and Vaux 1998 OT on the other hand is currently a moving target. McCarthy 2000:149 has stated that "the central thesis of OT is that a grammar is a language-particular ranking of violable, universal faithfulness and markedness constraints". Steriade recently offered a weaker formulation of this, namely that the central element of OT is the idea that constraints can be in conflict, and when they are their outcome is determined by ranking. To be interesting and falsifiable, though, a theory of grammar must say things (or, more technically, make predictions) about human language and human languages. OT as defined in (3) says nothing about either of these; it is only by adding in specific constraints and principles of constraint construction, UR construction, levels (or absence thereof), and so on that one is able to deal with actual data and thereby evaluate and attempt to falsify the theory. In this paper the label "OT" generally refers to Kager's Classic OT and wherever possible to the core set of assumptions common to all forms of the theory; where variation in the theory plays an important role, as in the treatment of opacity, I try to account for the different options. There is a general misconception by optimologists that DP does not include constraints of any sort, but inviolable constraints such as the OCP and Final Consonant Extraprosodicity were in common use long before the appearance of OT, and continue to be part of most rule-based theories. 6 Some readers might object that the generalized form of OT evaluated here is not espoused in this particular form by any phonologist, to which I respond that this represents my best attempt to strike a balance between Kager 1999 and the other leading forms of OT, "in an attempt to capture what [is] essential to the [theory], eliminating the inconsistencies and the debilitating unclarities of the various approaches that are developed in the literature. As an interpretation, it might be incorrect; but to reject attempts at such interpretation is pointless, since the only alternative is to reject what exists as inconsistent and vague, overlooking the important insights embedded in it." (Chomsky 1967:110) b. instances of B derived by P that occur in environments other than C _ D What are the predictions of OT and DP with respect to opacity? Phonologists generally acknowledge that DP predicts rampant opacity cross-linguistically, assuming that children are exposed to data that justify the postulation of opaque orderings. Classic OT on the other hand allows only focus counterfeeding, as McCarthy 1997b has pointed out. Counterbleeding interactions, which DP produces in the form outlined in (5), would have to be modeled in classic OT as in (6) (McCarthy 1997b). . Hence there is no ranking of the as-yet unranked constraints that will yield the first candidate as the output. As McCarthy 1997b points out, classic OT allows only transparent interaction in such cases. We have seen so far that DP predicts the existence of both counterfeeding and counterbleeding opacity, whereas classic OT predicts that only focus counterfeeding should be attested. The actual facts of language support the DP prediction and not the OT prediction: every known language (as well as many forms of child language and adult interlanguage, as we'll see later) has opacity effects, and the types that Classic OT rules out, including counterbleeding opacity, are quite common. A well-known example occurs in Tiberian Hebrew, where glottal deletion counterbleeds epenthesis (7) (cf. Idsardi 1997).
Two objections that I am aware of have been raised against the DP treatment of opacity. The first maintains that opaque rule orderings pose a learning problem (cf. Peng 2002) . The acquisition scenario for opacity in DP is simple, as has already been demonstrated formally by Kiparsky 1973 (cf. also Johnson 1984 for formal discussion): the child first learns two independent generalizations, based on an underdetermined data set, and then later, when confronted with data that bring the two generalizations into conflict, makes a decision about how to order them relative to one another. (This process is actually directly analogous to the mechanism by which constraints come to be ranked in OT.) The learning schema just outlined directly produces the range of attested opacity effects. OT, on the other hand, encounters serious learnability problems with respect to opacity, as I discuss at the end of this section.
The second problem claimed for the DP take on opacity is that it predicts the existence of counterbleeding Duke of York interactions, which putatively do not exist (McCarthy 2003) . This turns out not to be a problem for DP, since several such cases are known to exist; cf. Greek (Newton 1972) , Catalan (Bermúdez-Otero 2002), Polish (Rubach 2003) , and Karaim (Nevins and Vaux 2004) .
Classic OT, on the other hand, by virtue of its monostratal architecture wrongly predicts a large class of opacity effects to be impossible (McCarthy 2002) . Given the rampant and undeniable attestation of opacity effects of diverse sorts in the languages of the world, optimologists have proposed a number of patches, including local conjunction (for counterfeeding opacity; Kirchner 1996 Local constraint conjunction (LCC) makes it possible to derive a subset of opacity effects by teaming a markedness constraint with a faithfulness constraint. By allowing for a potentially unlimited set of constraints to be constructed on a language-specific basis, though, LCC seriously undermines the central OT tenet of Universality, and creates non-trivial learning problems (it is not clear how or when such constraints would be constructed in a learning model such as Tesar and Smolensky's Attempts to deal with opacity via Output-Output (OO) constraints fare no better. McCarthy 1997:5 points out that such constraints do not work in cases where no form in the paradigm shows the desired phonological process, such as the famous Hebrew form deSe. Potts and Pullum 2002 add that OO (and sympathy) constraints are not easily expressed using modal logic, and "introduce serious conceptual worries". Reiss (1998, 2000) adduce a number of additional problems with OO theory, such as the lack of consistent and explicit principles governing the selection of the base, and making predictions that turn out to be empirically incorrect.
McCarthy's Sympathy Theory is perhaps the most obviously and broadly flawed of the OT attempts to deal with opacity effects. Kiparsky 2000 observes that "once we look at entire phonological systems, not just toy examples of a few interacting constraints, sympathy results in very serious loss of generalization". Idsardi 1997 adds that Sympathy fails to eliminate the existence of conspiracies, the central advantage claimed by OT, adducing examples such as stress shift in Russian and epenthesis and spirantization in Hebrew. (Myers 2002 makes a similar point for the famous *NC constraint.) Sympathy moreover creates chaos in systems with multiple opacities (Idsardi 1998 , Kiparsky 2000 ; is unable to deal with opacity of allophonic processes such as nasal harmony in Sea Dayak, rendaku in Japanese, and Canadian French vowel harmony (Poliquin 2005) , thanks to the requirements of the rich base and restricting sympathetic constraints to the family of faithfulness constraints (McCarthy 2003a :28, Itō and Mester 2003a .2); relies on otherwise unmotivated constraints and rankings (Kiparsky 2000) ; predicts non-occurring types of constraint interactions, e.g. mutual non-bleeding (Kiparsky 2000) ; is unable to distinguish between lexical and postlexical epenthetic vowels (Kiparsky 2000) ; fails to derive transitivity of opacity (if A is opaque with respect to B and B with respect to C then A is opaque with respect to C; Kiparsky 2000:14); wrongly predicts that if "two notionally distinct processes…violate exactly the same faithfulness constraints, then they must always act together in rendering a third process opaque" (McCarthy 1999: §3.2; for counterevidence from Hebrew, see Idsardi 1997 and Levi 2000) ; is unable to mimic serial derivations requiring two or more intermediate representations, such as the Catalan case discussed by Bermúdez-Otero 2002; fails to capture the link between opacity in non-alternating items (dealt with via sympathy constraints) and paradigmatic misapplication (handled by OO correspondence) (Bermúdez-Otero 2003) ; lack a sensible phylogenetic origin (Bermúdez-Otero 2003) , which violates the central OT tenet of functional grounding; violates evaluationism 8 , the essence of constraint-based grammar (List and Harbour 2001) ; provides no trigger for the acquisition of opaque grammars (Bermúdez-Otero 2003) ; relies on OO and sympathy constraints which are inherently not easily expressed using modal logic and "introduce serious conceptual worries" (Potts and Pullum 2002) ; results in undergeneration (Ito and Mester 1997 , de Lacy 1998 , Bermúdez-Otero 1999 by confining sympathetic candidates to a subset of those that obey an IO-faithfulness constraint F (McCarthy 1999:339) ; requires that the sympathy constraint be invisible to selection of flower candidate (McCarthy 1999b :339, Kager 1999 :391, Otero 2003 ; and can depend on cumulativity (McCarthy 1999: §4.2), which is ad hoc and wrongly excludes non-paradigmatic non-vacuous Duke of York gambits (Bermúdez-Otero 2003) .
Ultimately, Sympathy introduces complexity and disorder without fully addressing the problems it purports to solve. In order to account for German x~ç allophony, for instance, Itō and Mester (2003a) postulate a ranking Max >> *VC that is neither motivated by the transparent phonology nor the default ranking provided by UG, assuming an initial state where M outranks F. " [S] ympathy turns out to be not simply additive to the basic setup of the grammar induced on the basis of the transparent phonology (which surely takes acquisitional precedence). Rather, in order to be workable, sympathy requires further reranking of constraints in order to ensure that basic properties of the language to be generated are still correctly captured." (Itō and Mester 2003a, p. 15 in ROA version) In short, "[Sympathy Theory] gets more and more complicated, without succeeding in resolving the existing problems. Old and revised ST seems to be too perplexing or daunting for it to be convincing or psychologically plausible." (Coutsougera 2000:45) Kiparsky (1997) attempts instead to account for opacity with a particular implementation of Stratal OT that "permits elimination of a type of alignment constraint and of OO, BR, and Sympathy." (SOURCE NEEDED). Although Kiparsky's Stratal OT handles some matters left unsettled by Sympathy (e.g., Japanese rendaku in Itō and Mester 2003b) , it has its own particular set of problems. Fearing that proposing a multistratal model could be viewed as tantamount to reverting to a derivational system, some phonologists have restricted their models to two levels (Orgun, Koskenniemi, Rubach 2000) . Others (notably Goldsmith, Lakoff, and Kiparsky 2000) have included three or more levels of representation in their frameworks, thereby trivializing the strata (McCarthy 1997:4) . Although limiting the number of strata to only two avoids a complete relapse into a traditional rule-based system, a two-level approach is not sufficient for resolving the famous Hebrew deße case (McCarthy 1997), and Orgun (YEAR) points out other evidence for more than three levels (WHAT IS IT? P.S. A lot of this was plagiarized from another paper of yours).
If there is no independent motivation within OT for postulating multiple strata, Kager (1999) argues, then introducing strata creates a hybrid framework which would then have to be abandoned for the more general derivation model (385). Kager is also puzzled by the lack of dramatically different rankings at different levels (385), given the potential for large-scale rerankings. McCarthy and Prince (1999) agree that "crucial evidence distinguishing serialist from parallelist conceptions is not easy to come by; it is therefore of great interest that reduplication-phonology interactions supply a rich body of evidence in favor of parallelism. Malay…Southern Paiute…and other examples cited in McCarthy and Prince 1995…either cannot be analyzed serially or can be analyzed only in formally-problematic and conceptuallyflawed recastings of conventional serialism." (291) Setting aside the dilemma of how to incorporate serialism into OT without appealing to a derivational model, we find that there are practical shortcomings in Kiparsky's Stratal OT. Stratal OT allows Duke of York derivations (McCarthy 1997:11) ; results in affix ordering paradoxes (cf. Halle, Why phonological strata shouldn't include affixation); and fails to obtain grandfathering effects, derived environment effects, and rules that counterfeed themselves (McCarthy 2003a, p. 50 in web version) .
In order to account for these latter three phenomena, McCarthy proposes Comparative Markedness (McCarthy 2003a), in which a given candidate's markedness is compared with markedness of the most faithful candidate. Unlike stratal OT, Comparative Markedness predicts that all related processes should stand in the same counterfeeding relationship with the process with which they interact (McCarthy 2003a, pp. 51-52 in web version). CM also predicts that derived environment effects (which require nM >> F >> oM) and counterfeeding opacity (which require oM >> F >> nM) should not coexist, although there is evidence that they do in Meskwaki (Wier 2004 There are a few shortcomings shared by all OT treatments of opacity. xx Smolensky (cited by Idsardi 2002) states that special mechanisms like constraint conjunction are not postulated unless warranted by the data. This cannot explain the appearance of counterfeeding and counterbleeding and derived environment effects in second language acquisition. List and Harbour (2001) point out that "some cases of NonPareto opacity [wherein] the set of violation scores for the optimal candidate of one selection process [is] too similar (in a technical sense) to the set of violation scores for a suboptimal candidate of another selection process [make] it impossible for any aggregation function using only violation scores to determine the right outcome in both cases and thus such cases are not accommodable within any constraint-based grammar." (PAGE #?)
A recent investigation of the problem of phonological opacity in Optimality Theory, Virtual Phonology (Bye 2002), reveals an novel type of opacity, 'rule sandwiching', which cannot be derived using existing optimality-theoretic accounts of phonological opacity, such as Sympathy Theory or Turbidity Theory. Specifically, three-rule interactions of the form P>Q>R (where > means 'ordered prior to'), where P and Q interact transparently, but R opacifies Q and P and R (you need a comma somewhere here…) introduce identical faithfulness violations, are ruled out by Sympathy Theory. Data from several languages, including Yawelmani Yokuts (California), Hebrew, Mohawk (New York State), and North Saami, provide support for rule sandwiching, dealing yet another blow to Sympathy.
The basic fact is that most OT theories of opacity have problems with counterbleeding of the deSe type. Sympathy and LPMOT can deal with this class, but each encounters problems of its own. Calabrese 2002:87 points out for instance that the extra machinery introduced in order to account for opacity brings no additional insights to the theory, whereas DP accounts for opacity via extrinsic rule ordering, which is independently required in the model. By Occam's Razor, the power of our theory should be extended only if this extension leads to greater insight than is available in the more constrained theory (Calabrese 2002:87) .
The DP treatment of opacity is moreover significantly more "elegant" than its OT counterpart: it predicts exactly the attested types of opacity effects and deals with them straightforwardly and in a unified way. Since opacity is one of the most fundamental phenomena in human language, we must prefer a theory that accounts for it straightforwardly over one that seems unable to deal with it.
Some supporters of OT have responded that what DP treats as a unified phenomenon, opacity, is actually a heterogeneous set of unrelated facts that are only made to look like a coherent whole by the theory. My response to this is, to paraphrase Sampson 1975, one fact needs one explanation. Our linguistic intuition, be we derivationalists or optimologists, suggests that grammars involve generalizations that may conflict with one another; DP provides a more successful account for this fact. One could add that, all else being equal, a theory that accounts for a range of phenomena via a single mechanism is to be preferred over a theory that accounts for the same facts with two or more mechanisms.
Iterativity and cyclic effects
I mentioned earlier that opacity created by iterative rules creates even more profound problems for OT, since proposed patches such as Sympathy, level ordering, and output-output constraints cannot apply (Hyman and VanBik 2002, Wolfe 2000) . As McCarthy (2002:172) states, "withinlevel opacity, if it exists, will present exactly the same problems for [stratal OT] as it does for classic OT."
The problem for OT is that within-level opacity does exist. Consider for example the well-known Abkhaz stress system, outlined in (16-19). The basic rule is that Abkhaz assigns word stress to the leftmost (underlying) accented syllable not followed by another accented syllable, and otherwise to the final syllable (Dybo 1977 , Wolfe 2000 ; the effects of this generalization can be seen in (16i-ii).
(9) Abkhaz a. assigns word stress to the leftmost (underlying) accented syllable not followed by another accented syllable, and otherwise to the final syllable (Dybo 1977 , Wolfe 2000 . b. lexically accented vowels underlined; surface stresses indicated by an acute accent i. verbs accented root unaccented root a-pa-rá to pleat á-pa-ra to jump a-ja-rá to lie down á-fa-ra to eat a-tsa-rá to go á-ta-ra to give
ii. nouns madzá secret (unaccented root; surfaces with final accent) á -madza def.-secret madzá-k' secret-indef.
The fact that the leftmost underlying accent wins results from a familiar iterative rule of Clash Deletion, schematized in (17), which in terms of the Halle-Idsardi stress system deletes the leftmost of a pair of adjacent brackets. Default rightmost stress results from RRR edge marking in tandem with right-headedness on Line 1 of the stress grid.
(10) Clash Deletion:
I provide a sample derivation in (11).
(11) line 2 (heads L) * * * line 1 (heads R) * * * * line 0 *) *) *) *) * *) * *) a-pa-ra a-pa-ra madza 'pleat' 'jump' 'secret' edge marking: RRR deleted by rule (2)
The key here for our purposes is that Clash Deletion produces edgemost effects, but the domain-an accent sequence-is not a prosodic constituent and therefore is not amenable to interpretation in terms of OT constraints, which we expect by dint of MAX to produce *VVV (e.g. á-pa-ra), not VVV, from an underlying V V V sequence, as depicted in (19).
(12) / a-pa-ra / NOCLASH M AXACCENT L EFTMOST * * * * * * * ápara *!* * * * * * * apará * *! * * * * * * ápara Cases of this type cannot be handled in any currently accepted form of OT, because the opaque interactions involved occur within a single level of derivation and therefore cannot be explained away by adding additional levels a la Kiparsky 2000, nor can they be attributed to paradigmatic pressures.
It would in theory be possible to generate effects of this type using inter-level constraints of the sort "do not have a bracket in an output form when its correspondent in the input is adjacent to another bracket", but such constraints have been demonstrated by McCarthy 1997 to create significant problems for OT in other areas, and therefore should be excluded from the universal constraint set.
In sum, DP again handles this sort of opacity straightforwardly, though this time the formal device involved is simple iterativity. In OT, on the other hand, this sort of intra-level opacity poses a serious problem.
Optionality
Now let us turn to optionality. Like opacity, optionality is not predicted by the architecture of Classic OT. Numerous patches have been proposed to deal with this problem, including but not limited to underdetermination (Hammond 1994), cophonologies, tied constraints (Anttila 1995), and differential constraints (Horwood 2001), but all of these fail to account for the entire range of optionality effects. Most notable of these is sequential optionality, which results from the interaction of optionality with iterativity.
To see how this works, let us return to the topic of predictions. The form of DP endorsed here allows rules to be marked as [±optional] and as [±iterative] . This being the case, we predict that it should be possible for a rule to be marked as both [+optional] and [+iterative] . Such a rule would produce a nuanced type of optionality wherein both options for a rule, application and non-application, can appear within a single word.
On the other hand, in OT, which does not contain the [±optional] and [±iterative] variables, we predict only all-or-nothing optionality: a process should either apply or not in all of the environments in which its structural description is met. This is precisely what we find with Warao labial voicing (Howard 1972:87) It is important to note that the all-or-nothing effect is actually a direct consequence of one of the most central components of OT, parallelism, according to which entire, fully-formed outputs are evaluated in parallel. In this system it is not possible for the constraints to peek at the intermediate workings of GEN, and hence heterogeneous outputs are emphatically predicted to be impossible.
In actual fact, though, heterogeneous outputs of the sort predicted to be impossible by OT do exist, just as we expect in DP. Though statistical frequency is irrelevant for our purposes, such processes are actually quite common. One such example is English flapping, as shown in (23). Though the precise environments for the flapping rule are difficult to identify, its application appears to be optional when the target is flanked by two unstressed vowels, as in the word marketability. In DP, the flapping rule is marked as both [+iterative] and [+optional] , and therefore applies in the following manner. It proceeds directionally through the word, say left to right, scanning for an alveolar stop that meets its structural description. When it finds one, in this case the t at the end of market, it then either applies or not, depending on the outcome of the algorithm responsible for optionality. It then moves on to the next potential target, in this case the t of -ity, and again either applies or doesn't. Crucially, though, the choice of whether or not to apply to the second t is independent of the choice that was made for the first t. This is a necessary consequence of the rule being iterative, and actually makes the right empirical prediction for the flapping rule, as can be seen in (21). 
XX insert discussion of Bakovic's suggestion that ROTB allows/produces all four URs in 21a, each of which then surfaces
The most famous case of this type involves the French rule of schwa deletion, as discussed in a series of publications by François Dell. Dell shows that this rule optionally deletes schwa following a VC sequence, proceeding iteratively from left to right within a phonological phrase and subject to familiar phonotactic restrictions. Just like in the English flapping case, the combination of iterativity and optionality in French schwa deletion produces heterogeneous outputs; since French allows long strings of schwas, though, the heterogeneity is even more striking than in English, as shown in (22b), where a single string of four schwas produces a set of eight variable outputs.
(15) French schwa deletion a.
´→ Ø / V (#) C _, L→R , optional across # b. envie de te le demander 'feel like asking you' (Dell 1980:225) ãvidt´ld´mãde ãvidt´l´d´mãde ãvidt´l´dmãde ãvid´t´l´dmãde ãvid´tl´dmãde ãvid´tl´d´mãde ãvid´t´ld´mãde ãvid´t´l´d´mãde A curious variation on the theme of sequential optionality appears in Dominican Spanish as described by Núñez Cedeño 1988. This dialect possesses a rule that optionally inserts /s/ at the end of a syllable; the rule applies iteratively, which again produces a range of possible outputs for a given polysyllabic input. This rule differs from the English and French equivalents, however, in applying only once per word; in other words, it proceeds iteratively through a word looking for a target and then applies optionally to that target, but it appears that once the rule actually applies to one of its targets it then stops. The effects of this rule can be seen in (23b).
Optional s-epenthesis in Dominican Spanish (Núñez Cedeño 1988) a.
Ø → s / _ ] σ (optional, structure-preserving) b.
/abogado/ 'lawyer' → asbogado, abosgado, abogasdo, abogados
It should be clear that none of the three types of sequential optionality just discussed can be accounted for in Classic OT, which is designed to produce only all-or-nothing effects. Steriade (p.c.) has suggested that the French facts might be obtainable if one assumes variable construction of prosodic phrases, but we have no independent evidence for this variation 9 , nor will this trick work in the English case, where the prosodic conditions for the two targets are identical, or in the Dominican Spanish case, where phrasing does not appear to be involved.
One might also try marking constraints as optional, implementing this by having constraint evaluation proceed iteratively through a word, with EVAL then having for each target the option of assigning an asterisk. It is not clear that the Dominican facts can be derived in this way, though, and this strategy moreover undermines the spirit of the OT enterprise.
xx add in possibility of optional constraints (Bakovic), and also local optionality (Riggle) also add Boersma Hayes idea of stochastic constraint ranking NB also optionality derails Tesar and Smolensky, as observed by Hayes and McCarthy
Exceptionality and unnatural processes
Consider next the problem of naturalness. Classic OT inherits from Natural Phonology the belief that synchronic phonological systems are "natural", i.e. everything in them makes synchronic sense. I argue to the contrary that phonological grammars can be "unnatural" , as noted by Bach and Harms 1972 , Kiparsky 1973 , Anderson 1981 , Hayes 1996 , Blevins 1997 , McMahon 1998 , Hyman 2000 , Calabrese 2002 . In fact, as Anderson points out, careful scrutiny reveals that most of the phonology of natural languages is nonnatural. As I suggested in 2001, unnatural systems of this type are accounted for most efficiently and insightfully in a Chomskyan rule-driven framework. Existing OT implementations can be altered to account for the relevant phenomena, but only at the cost of abandoning the central theoretical tenets that have been claimed to give them the advantage over derivational theories. This loss of insight is inevitable, since OT is specifically designed to account for the (supposed) fact that all phonology is natural. Put in general terms, the search for explanation in language will not find everything in synchronic structure, just as natural selection does not explain everything in nature. In both areas, much of the explanation is to be found in history, as was already noted by Chomsky 1966 and Kiparsky 1973. To give this debate substance, let us consider the example of productive phonological consonant epenthesis, which is frequently maintained by optimologists to employ only default consonants like homorganic glides, glottal stop, or h (Lombardi 1997 , Steriade 2001 . The Turkic language Uyghur employs consonant epenthesis in several situations, including the ones in (24) and (26), but regardless of the quality of neighboring segments chooses y or r, rather than any of the natural choices prescribed by OT.
(17) Uyghur (Hahn 1991:25) a. y inserted between two vowels at morpheme boundary oqu+Al-→ [oquyal-] 'to be able to read' iSlä+Al-→ [iSläyäl-] 'to be able to work' b. y inserted between CV root and C suffix yu:-b → yuyup 'wash and…' su:-m → süyüm 'my liquid'
(18) optional r-and y-deletion in syllable coda (Hahn 1992 We can see in columns b and c that the 1st person suffix /-m/ and the 2nd singular suffix /-N/ attach directly to stems ending in short vowels, but give rise to a [+high] epenthetic vowel when following consonant-final stems. The 3rd singular suffix in column d is also underlyingly consonant-initial, but in post-consonantal position this /s/ deletes rather than triggering epenthesis, as with [qizliri] rather than * [qizlirisi] .
The interesting property of Uyghur for our purposes is that it avoids superheavy syllables. Adding monoconsonantal suffixes such as -m and -N to stems ending in long vowels such as toxu: 'chicken' should produce forms containing superheavy syllables such as *toxu:m, but outputs of this type are ungrammatical. Uyghur chooses instead to epenthesize twice, yielding forms such as toxuyum and toxurum in (27); according to Hahn [y] and [r] are in free variation in these situations. [r] , which are precisely the segments that delete in the complementary environment in Uyghur, clearly demonstrates that these two segments are chosen for insertion because they are also targets of deletion. No manipulation of the feature specifications of y and r in tandem with homorganic glide insertion can save the day here.
One might try instead to say that all long-vowel roots have been historically reanalysed as ending in y or r, and it is this y or r that surfaces in columns b and c. This analysis runs into the problems in (28): (21) Problems with the underlying /y~r/ hypothesis i. It requires systematic hypercorrection of all long-vowel roots, with subsequent postulation of y-and r-final allomorphs for every single long-vowel stem, which relegates to the domain of arbitrary lexical content something that otherwise receives a simple phonological explanation;
ii. As Hahn 1992:90 observes, "If an inserted y or r had become an underlying segment in a given root, then such a root would be expected to take on the allomorph -i" in the 3 rd person, which it does not, as shown by minimal pairs like bahari vs. siyasi. iii. Finally, notice that forms with underlying /r/ such as bahar do not show the y~r alternation, but instead surface with an [r] in all situations where it is not placed in a syllable coda during the course of the derivation: baharim, yarim 'my dear', etc.
It is therefore clear that Uyghur employs both r and y insertion, and that the choice of these particular segments results not from homorganic glide insertion but from hypercorrection. In other words, a synchronically arbitrary segment is chosen for insertion by a completely regular phonological rule for reasons that are ultimately historical. DP correctly predicts that language learners will be able to postulate unnatural rules of this sort if exposed to the right kind of evidence, whereas universalist implementations of OT wrongly predict that they should be unlearnable.
In addition to the problem with unnatural rules, Calabrese 2002:31 notes that we also require idiosyncratic language-specific negative constraints, in order to account for accidental gaps, such as the absence of the unmarked vowel /u/ in Huave (Noyer 1994) or of nonpalatalized č in Russian (cf. Padgett talk at MIT).
7. Natural processes: Interlanguage xx As Fred Eckman pointed out to me, interlanguage phenomena (which in traditional theory are believed to be manifestations of UG) do not make sense in canonical OT. Many optimologists assume that humans start with a default ranking, which presumably is analogous to UG, but this can't be what is surfacing as Interlanguage, which has neither the ranking of L1 nor of L2. In OT, once you rerank the constraints, the original (=UG) ranking is gone; one therefore predicts the non-existence of interlanguage effects, except for the oft-mentioned emergence of rankings that are underdetermined in the L1, especially in the treatment of loanwords.
Ineffability xx add in recent discussions by McCarthy and Rice
Andrew: Your point about inviolable constraints existing in DP is very important. Remember Albright's message that "only OT allows expression of the *shm...*shm avoidance constraint" and my response that not only does DP allow inviolable constraints, but it correctly predicts that they will be inviolable (though I recall that Bengali does allow T....T fixed-segmentism!) > From: Klaus Abels <klaus.abels@hum.uit.no> Date: August 9, 2005 10:20:37 PM GMT+04:00 To: Andrew Nevins <nevins@fas.harvard.edu> >>> i) there is no ineffability. Every input leads to some optimal output. >> Yes. And this is wrong. ... I think your colleague Curt Rice has >> recently worked on ineffability in OT using some complicated machinery. > I know this. All the attempts to get around the ineffability prediction (the clearest one OT makes!) are really just ways of giving up one of the most cherished assumptions: that all constraints are total functions and that EVAL is a total function. The null parse is a way of giving up the richness of the base. Some derivations produce no output whatsoever, eg. schm-reduplication with words like schmo and Schmidt for many English speakers. One of the central tenets of OT, Violability, explicitly predicts that ineffability should not exist. Orgun and Sprouse 1999 show that the Null Parse account of this phenomenon (Prince and Smolensky 1993) does not work; their solution requires abandoning Violability, which seriously undermines the OT enterprise.
• NB some avoidance cases clearly show the need for constraints. This does not mean, though, that we must abandon rules; most versions of DP include inviolable constraints (22) Central tenets of OT Violability: Constraints are violable, but violation is minimal.
Ranking:
Constraints are ranked on a language-particular basis; the notion of minimal violation is defined in terms of this ranking.
Issue: there are inviolable constraints as well. Some inviolable constraints trigger phonological repairs or block alternations.
Other inviolable constraints cause morphological gaps (ungrammaticality), not repair.
OT deals with the first type, where repair entails violation of a lower-ranked constraint. But since constraint violation does not entail ungrammaticality, how does one deal with cases in which there is no possible grammatical output? • Phenomena like these are relatively easy to deal with in derivational phonology, which has at its disposal inviolable output constraints that have the power to crash a derivation.
• Within OT an analogous move is much more troublesome, because it violates the central tenet of OT that all constraints are violable. 
OT predicts the existence of unattested phenomena
Ironic that OT initially attacked DP for linking target and repair, and thereby constraining the set of possible repairs. Now they're "discovering" that the set of repairs is constrained! Let us now proceed to the problem of overgeneration in OT. Given free ranking [REF] and the absence of a theory and inventory of constraints, it is strange that many OT papers start from the observation that a given phenomenon doesn't exist. Without a constrained set of constraints, almost anything can exist. Consider the example of vowel deletion discussed in Casali 19XX [HIS THESIS]. He claims that at a word boundary the leftmost vowel in a sequence is always the one targeted for deletion, and then asserts that OT accounts for this gap. His claim is empirically incorrect, as shown by languages such as Sanskrit, where word-initial a-deletes after word-final mid vowels (Whitney 1889:47) , but even if such languages did not exist, the fact remains that it would be easy to come up with an OT constraint system that would generate exactly the behavior that Casali claims to be impossible. In this case OT is right to allow for more possibilities than some of its proponents are aware of, but there is a more general problem, sometimes referred to as the Too Many Solutions Problem: OT allows for a wide range of grammars that appear to be impossible. (Steriade 2001 , Lombardi 2001 • Andrew: Re your Casali remarks on p.19, I think he not only haas the "leftmost wins" but also "lowest sonority wins". See the paper of his on openling.net I posted. In any case this is still the wrong result for Sanskrit.
Steriade 2001 observes that some phonological constraints receive only one solution across languages; for instance, she claims that the constraint punishing [voice] specifications in codas is invariably dealt with by devoicing (but see Eckman 1981 and Edge 1991 for counterevidence; xx add in discussion from my L2 paper). One of the core tenets of classic OT, free ranking (McCarthy and Prince 1993:145) , explicitly and incorrectly predicts that a wide range of strategies should be employed cross-linguistically to repair violations of this constraint.
Flemming 2001 observes along similar lines that "not all conceivable rankings of MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS correspond to possible languages. The balance between maximization of the number of contrasts and maximization of the distinctiveness of contrasts is determined by the ranking of MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS relative to the MINDIST constraints. Allowing all definable rankings predicts the existence of languages which value the number of contrasts very highly, resulting in a huge number of very fine contrasts, and languages which value distinctiveness very highly, resulting in a handful of maximally distinct contrasts. Neither of these extremes is attested."
He continues that "It seems that there is a lower bound on the distinctiveness required for a contrast to be functional, and that there is an upper bound beyond which additional distinctiveness provides a poor return on the effort expended. This could be implemented by specifying that certain MINDIST constraints, referring to the smallest acceptable contrastive differences, are universally ranked above MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS, and that MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS is in turn universally ranked above another set of MINDIST constraints which make 'excessive' distinctiveness requirements. However it would be desirable to derive these bounds from general considerations of perceptibility and communicative efficiency rather than simply stipulating them."
How can we deal with the Too Many Solutions Problem? The combination of unfettered GEN and free ranking make this a non-trivial problem in OT. Steriade 2001 proposes to constrain certain types of repair via the P-Map, a matrix of confusion-based similarity indices, but this solution is unsatisfactory for many reasons and is unlikely to cover all cases of overgeneration, particularly those that do not involve perceptual similarity. [GIVE EXX AND EXPLAIN THIS] In DP, on the other hand, a relatively simple solution is available, since one is able to limit the inventory of repair strategies provided by UG. A plausible theory of this sort is developed in Calabrese 2002. 10. OT fails to provide satisfactory solutions to the problems it identifies in DP Finally, I would like to address the fact that OT fails to provide satisfactory solutions to the problems it identifies in Derivational Phonology, most notably conspiracies. As Kisseberth 1970 first observed, the basic problem with conspiracies is that the application or non-application of multiple phonological processes sometimes appears to be guided by a unitary output goal. Kisseberth then suggests that "by factoring out the target from the individual rules…we convert the generalization inherent in the conspiracy into a formal simplification. Given that formal simplicity is taken as the basis of the evaluation measure, we thereby succeed in characterizing grammars as more highly valued insofar as they have conspiracies." (from Kiparsky 1973:59) Calabrese 2002 points out that the ability to provide a single formal device to generate a conspiracy, namely a constraint, hardly constitutes an advantage for OT over DP. It is true that the form of DP addressed by Kisseberth in 1970, namely that of SPE, did not employ inviolable constraints in a prominent fashion. By 1993, though, most rule-based theories employed a suite of inviolable output constraints, such as the OCP, which were perfectly capable of generating conspiratorial effects. It is therefore unclear why optimologists identify conspiracies as a problem for DP. [There is a general misconception by OT people here, that DP does not include constraints. Cf. Lombardi 2001:13 "in a theory where phonological rules specify both context and change, as in SPE and much work following it, it is not possible to account for this asymmetry of patterns except by stipulation"] Idsardi 1998 observes moreover that OT itself is still forced to postulate conspiratorial analyses for phenomena such as English r-deletion, stress shift in Russian, and Hebrew epenthesis and spirantization.
XX ADD IN IDSARDI 2000
From Blust 2004, added 16-1-07:
I would add to this that single constraints never account for conspiracies on their own; one always needs at least two constraints operating in tandem to produce a given conspiratorial output. In the famous Yawelmani case, for example, production of a surface light syllable from an underlying cluster requires collaboration between not only the NoCoda markedness constraint that is commonly implied to underlie the conspiracy, but also a specific pair of Max and Dep faithfulness constraints, all three of which must be ranked in a specific manner with respect to one another. XX ELABORATE/EXPLAIN THIS I would also like to suggest, following Kiparsky 1972 , that we should not be so quick to assume that a given set of processes is controlled by a conspiratorial global rule or constraint. Kiparsky (1972 ) suggests instead that elements putatively implicated in conspiracies, such as "three-consonant clusters, adjacent stresses, and so on, are linguistically complex configurations, and rules eliminating or avoiding them are accordingly highly natural and occur frequently in the languages of the world. It is therefore only to be expected that there should be some languages in which several rules should eliminate or avoid these configurations, and that there should be languages in which no instances of these configurations appear on the surface…What I am questioning, then, is whether there is any fundamental sort of difference between the cases in which just one or two rules reflect general phonological conditions of this type, and the cases in which several rules are involved, which would be termed a 'conspiracy'." He then adds, "concrete empirical differences are clearly also involved: for example, is there any evidence for a true 'functional unity' of the rules in a conspiracy which would not simply be characterizable by their sharing a common target? Are there cases in which they are subject to parallel historical changes at some point in the development of a language? Are there cases in which apparently diverse changes in the rules of a language at some point in time can be shown to be consequences of the imposition of a single derivational constraint? Are there cases where the rules in a conspiracy have the same set of lexical exceptions? This would be strong evidence in favor of derivational constraints. However, I have not found any such cases."
Kiparsky proceeds to outline several more formal objections to the conspiracy theory, which I have summarized in (37). XX FILL OUT THIS SECTION (29) Formal difficulties with derivational constraints:
• derivational constraints simplify only rules that fail to apply wherever their output would violate the phonotactic constraint…The approach of building conspiracies into the derivational process would have to find some way of formally reflecting as a grammatical simplification the fact that each of these rules belongs to the conspiracy." • both phonological and morphological rules can participate in a conspiracy, as in Ross's case of liquid dissimilation in English • Cases where a rule participates in a conspiracy indirectly, by feeding or bleeding appropriately another rule…We would therefore have to say something like this: a rule is highly valued (or 'free') if its application creates representations to which other rules are applicable in such a way as to implement the conspiracy." • The formal devices by which a constraint on the output can be effected are highly heterogeneous. Therefore, factoring out those parts of the structural analyses of rules which are in the conspiracy is technically feasible only in a small part of the relevant rules. (1982:114-115) In 1973 he then develops a sort of selective evolutionary account for the appearance of supposed conspiracies, in which opaque rule systems are less likely to be acquired successfully by language learners, and conspiratorial rule orderings, being relatively transparent, are therefore more likely to survive than their opaque competitors. Closely related to the conspiracy problem is the so-called Duplication Problem, which refers to the isomorphism between Morpheme Structure Constraints and phonological rules that is sometimes called for in derivational analyses. Here Anderson (1974:292) provides a similar explanation to Kiparsky's, which also finds echoes in the more recent work of Ohala, Hale, and Reiss: "the reason a language contains both a morpheme structure constraint of a given type and a phonological rule which results in much the same constraint applying to derived structures, though the two are distinct, is that both serve to enforce some natural constraint. Both the constraint and the rule, that is, have the same explanation, where an explanation in phonological terms is often provided by our substantive empirical knowledge of the physics and physiology (and perhaps, eventually, neurology) of speech." He adds that "both the constraint and the rule require independent statement in the grammar, since each may have (independent) idiosyncracies", a line of reasoning also raised by Kiparsky. Anderson concludes that "as far as the formal apparatus of a description is concerned, then, we see no alternative to positing separate rules and conditions of morpheme structure. The attempt to unify a rule and a constraint (or two rules) is not, properly speaking, a job for phonological descriptions."
There is another sort of Duplication Problem that does not arise in DP but does afflict OT. Mohanan 2000 observes that if two processes within or across languages differ just in the domain of application of a pattern, such as nasal assimilation within vs. across words in Malayalam, OT is forced to split the pattern into two distinct constraints so that the two parts can be ranked differently. This requires an unnecessary and unwanted duplication of the same constraint. If one considers more than two parallel cases the situation becomes even worse; Mohanan demonstrates for instance that in order to account for place assimilation in English, Hindi, and Malayalam, OT would be forced to split place assimilation into five distinct universal constraints. Crucially, each of the five constraints triggers the exact same process; an important linguistic generalization is therefore being missed. Mohanan observes that it was precisely this sort of duplication of a single generalization that led Halle 1959 to reject the classical phonemic level of representation; the same logic should apply to the OT case.
I have suggested in this final section that OT assigns to DP problems that are not actually problems, that OT itself fails to solve these problems, that the problems themselves may not exist, and their apparent effects have plausible historical and physiological explanations that do not require duplication in the grammar. Ohala- 
XX Steriade and Bakovic object that OT can also use the

Conclusions
To conclude, OT has failed to surmount the problems its practicioners associate with Derivational Phonology, and also creates new unsurmountable problems. The adoption of OT leads moreover to serious loss of generalization in many core areas.
When one adds to the undergeneration, overgeneration, and loss of generalization the problems of unconstrainedness (Calabrese 2002) , unrealistic modeling of linguistic performance (Clements 2000), indeterminacy (Clements 2000), substance abuse , and constraint duplication (Mohanan 2000) , and the fact that the self-proclaimed OT successes in accounting for markedness, naturalness, and conspiracies are not an exclusive OT prerogativesee for example the derivational theory developed in Calabrese 1995 Calabrese , 2002 sees no reason to maintain OT in face of a descriptively and formally superior rule-based model.
What then do we do about Orgun's 1996 assertion that serial derivations are cognitively implausible? I respond to the contrary that, as Calabrese 2002:52 observes, human behavior is set in a temporal continuum and therefore requires the acquisition and implementation of ordered sets of instructions. There is no reason for excluding knowledge of serial ordering of instructions, which is fundamental to so many human skills, from the knowledge of phonology.
As Clements 2000 puts it, "many areas of higher-level cognition are admittedly sequential in nature, and it may simply be the case that phonological competence is one of these." to quote Itō and Mester 2003b, p. 20 in web version: "the monostratalism of strict parallel versions of OT undeniably has restrictiveness in its favor, as far as weak generative power is concerned. But the simultaneous loss of descriptive and explanatory adequacy is too high."
• Gallistel on theories of learning that vs. learning to Notes NB the parsimony objection in (1) can be levelled against OT treatments of opacity effects, or Chitoran's analyses of Romanian, etc.
• response to factorial typology from Kager 1999:35: "the reranking approach would predict that any new grammar that arises from a reranking of any pair of constraints will precisely correlate with one of the world's languages. This prediction is based on the deeply naïve assumption that every possible ranking should be instantiated by some attested language. This is naïve, just as it is deeply naïve to expect that all logically possible permutations of genetic material in the human genome are actually attested in individual humans." • add Idsardi papers on excessive computational power of OT
